
Problems that an be modelled as a CSP

� graph oloring problems� ryptarithmeti puzzles� n-queens problem� Satis�ability problem (SAT)� Frequeny Assignment problem (FAP)� optimization problems ! Constraint Optimization Problems(COP)� : : :There always exist several ways of modelling a problem!
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Constraints

� x1 + 2x2 � 4 (linear onstraint)� sin(x1) = log(x2) (nonlinear onstraint)� x1 _ x2 _ x3 (logial onstraint)� all diff , resoure onstraints, et. (global onstraints)� general onstraints (e.g a truth table)
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Constraint Satisfation Problem (CSP)

� a set of variables X = fx1; : : : ; xng,� a disrete, �nite domain for eah variabledom(xi) = fv1; : : : ; vdg,� a set of onstraints over subsets of variables.Solution to a CSP: assignment of values to eah variable suh thatall onstraints are ful�lled.
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How to solve a CSP?

CSP's are usually (NP-)hard problems.� Searh{ Baktraking� Constraint propagation{ iterative proess{ proess eah onstraint separately{ domain redution by using onsisteny tehniquesFor best results, ombine searh with the 'right' amount ofpropagation.
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The N-Queens Problem

Plae N queens on a N�N hess board so that no queen threatensany of the other queens.

Model for 8 queens: x11; : : : ; x88 2 f0; 1g8Pj=1xij = 1 8i8Pi=1xij = 1 8jP(ij)2Dk xij � 1 8 diagonals Dk

Note: Binary variables and linear onstraints!
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Cryptarithmeti Puzzles

Eah letter stands for a distint digit. Find a substitution for theletters suh that the sum is orret. No leading zeros allowed.S E N D+ M O R EM O N E YModel: S,E,N,D,M,O,R,Y 2 f0; 1; : : : ; 9gall di�erentfS,E,N,D,M,O,R,Yg1000S + 100E + 10N + D + 1000M + 100O + 10R + E =10000M + 1000O + 100N + 10E + Y

Homework: TWO+TWO=FOUR.6

A Graph Coloring Problem

Color the map of Australia with three olors suh that no twoadjaent areas (territories) get the same olor.

Piture: Australian map and onstraint graph from 'Russel andNorvik: Arti�ial Intelligene, 2003, page 138'. Regions: WestAustralia (WA), South Australia (SA), et.

WA;NT; SA;Q;NSW; V; T 2 fred; green; yellowgWA 6= NT; WA 6= SA; NT 6= SA; SA 6= Q : : :

There exist several solutions.
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Cost Propagation

(Lientiate thesis by Birgit Grohe)� Numerial propagation for optimization problems.� Combines ideas from LP/ILP and CP.� Generalizes domain redution.� Same struture as CP's onstraint propagation, but propagatesthe osts themselves.� EÆient use of ost information and the struture of theproblem.� : : :
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Optimization i CP

Constraint Optimization Problem (COP): a CSP with an objetivefuntion.Solution approah to COP (minimization problem): Add aonstraint of the form objetive � K and solve the CSP. If there isa solution, derease K, otherwise inrease K, and resolve : : :

Problems: Unlear how to �nd the optimal K in an eÆient way.Potentially very time onsuming. Does not use the struture of theproblem.
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Important Issues for CSP Algorithms� Variable ordering rules: �rst-fail (most onstraint variable�rst) largest degree �rst (onstraint graph)� Value ordering rules: least-onstraining value �rst� Good variable and value orderings often based on experiene.� Modelling aspets: global onstraints often give strongerpropagation than binary onstraints, but are moretime-onsuming. Choie of variables/onstraints that result ineÆient solution proess.� Advantages: modular struture, speialized fast algorithmsfor speial onstraints, et.� Problems: Cannot handle ost; modeler sometimes needs toimplement own �ltering algorithms.Trashing due to bad branhing.10

Consisteny Tehniques

� onsider one onstraint and its involved variables at a time� diretional� goal: remove all values from the domain of a variable that donot have support in the other variable's domains� node onsisteny (unary onstraints)� ar onsisteny (binary onstraints) [AC-3 algorithm℄� path onsisteny, k-onsisteny, strong k-onsisteny� generalized ar onsisteny for global onstraints, e.g.all di�erent (bipartite mathing problem)Example: X 2 f1; : : : ; 4g, Y 2 f2; : : : ; 6g, 2X = Y.Domain redution gives X 2 f1; 2; 3g, Y 2 f2; 4; 6g.9


